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Starting with Statistical Decision 
Functions



Zero sum two person Games



Von Neumann-Kaplanski-Blackwell



Completely mixed games



PF Theorem via Minimax Theorem







On cones with interior



Normal cones 



Commuting positive Operators with 
a        common eigenvector



Proof via Markov-Tychonoff Fixed 
Point Theorem



Why for the dual and not for the 
original 



Normal cones and spectral radius





Positive Operators on reflexive 
Banach spaces



Spectral radius is outside the 
spectrum 



Cone with nonnull interior alone will 
not do 



Problems with continuity of 
operators 



Partial spectral radius



Lorentz Bilinear Functional



Lorentz Operators  on Lorentz cone







Properties of Compact Operators





Operator leaving a convex set 
invariant.





 Eigenvector solution to Mate 
competition game



An intuitive probability density we 
are looking for 



Induced Compact Positive Operator



Unique density optimal for the two 
mates



Compact operators in Hilbert spaces



Permutator



Norm functional



Continued 
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